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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  AHS 

Grade Level  11-12 

Week of  4/6/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

(Welding II & Metal Fabrication and Machining) 
Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): 
1.B convey written information that is easily understandable to others 
3.A demonstrate mathematical skills to estimate costs 
3.D compute measurements such as area, surface area, volume, and perimeter 
3.E solve problems using whole numbers, fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals 
3.G select a mathematical formula for estimation 
2.A demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills with individuals from varied 
cultures, including fellow workers, management, and customers 
2.C select algebraic and geometric principles and formulas required for precision measuring 
operations 
10.A draw simple metal layouts 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will: use creativity to design and draw the ideas from you and the customer as well as 
demonstrate effective written communication skills by using mathematical applications to 
determine a cost estimation of the project requested by the customer.  
I Will: create a drawing with dimensions and give an estimate of the amount and price of materials 
that would be needed to build the gate along with your labor cost. 
So That I Can: become familiar with the design and estimation process of construction costs for 
projects. 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed: internet and/or phone 
 
Non-Digital Resources:Creativity and pen/pencil and paper 
 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

How to design and estimate a construction project for a customer. 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 
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Draw a creative design with dimensions based on what the customer wants (the information is on 
google classroom).  Use your resources to estimate the material cost of the project and estimate 
the amount of hours to complete the project to provide an overall estimate/bid sheet for the 
customer. 
 

Mr. Johnson called your welding shop and asked if you could build him two gates to be installed as 
double gates at the entrance of his property.  The brace posts are already in place.  They are 24 ft 
apart.  He would like the gates to be 5 feet tall at the ends.  However, he would like an arch to run from 
one side to the other. (you would have half an arc on each gate) so when the gates are closed you see the 
arch across both gates.  He would like the gate to be built out of 2 in sq tubing 11g thick.  All he asks is 
that it be constructed so his calves can’t crawl thru it.  He would like a cut out (your discretion) to be 
welded in the gap between the arch and top rail of the gate as well as a 3ft circle cutout of his brand –J 
in the middle of each gate (meaning the -J is cut out of the 3ft circle).  Create a drawing with 
dimensions of the gate.  Give an estimate of the amount and price of materials that would be needed to 
build the gate along with your labor cost.  Obtain prices from the internet or call a metal supplier. 
Please list who you obtained the pricing from on your estimate.  This estimate should be a formal bid so 
the final paper should be professional appearing listing your company and itemized of material and 
labor costs. 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

A creative drawing of the project with dimensions.  
 

A formal bid/estimate sheet should be submitted. 
All submitted via google classroom. 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Research what type of hinges you would recommend to hang the gate, and estimate the cost of 
painting the project (what kind of paint and application).  

 
 

 
 
 
 


